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Real-World Lessons from Today’s Trading Day 

In somewhat of a puzzling trading twist, yesterday’s session was filled with major, frightening, volatile 

headlines all day long yet the intraday structure developed a logical, expected, and efficient T3 Trend Day 

Down – our favorite type.  Thus for members, yesterday was a stellar (potential) trading day.  

Today had far less headlines, and even “rebound” headlines, yet today’s session was much more difficult to 

trade.  Why?  What started as a Trend Day up gave us one good pro-trend bullish retracement trade, yet the 

bouncing bullish action fell apart, resulting actually in a breakdown and bearish resolution to today’s session.   

There still were two good trades on the breakdown (actually a “Cradle Trade”) and first reaction retracement 

trade (#3) for savvy and active traders, but it still wasn’t as simple as yesterday’s “sell everything and make 

money” day.  It was very likely we’d see a bounce given that markets were oversold violently in a powerful 

Trend Day that ended into a critical support level as detailed in last night’s planning. 

Again, we did get that bounce but it didn’t last and didn’t form a perfect Trend Day… though it’s rare to see 

two trend days back to back.  It kept us on our toes and not taking our trading responsibilities for granted.  We 

have to plan and then adapt – and the breakdown under the 50 EMA mid-day was the catalyst that set in 

motion further downside action. 

Remember, we like to play retracement trades by entering when price touches the 20 or 50 EMA or on a “flag” 

breakout on the retracement.  We then target the prior low (or high) and exit when price breaks a flag or 5-

min reversal candle high (or low).  Reference the many examples in your member archives of Trend Days and 

adaptive days like these where a Trend Day fails… but doesn’t really become a Rounded Reversal. 

Caution was key going into today’s session which is why I wrote the special report during travel last night.  

Volatility is high which means we can make a lot of money quickly… or (hopefully not) lose it.  Either way, it 

keeps us from being bored! 
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Our 12 Power-Trending Stock Strength Candidates 

 

We're seeing the NEW top nine relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general expectation 
is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names. The logic is that what is strong tends to get 
stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow). Right now these would be 
the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list for possible 
inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts.  
 
HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS:  
I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss. The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively. To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under 
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Game-Planning (30-min) 

 

Technically speaking, the market is caught/trapped in a clear sideways trading range in a high volatility and 

“gappy” environment.  The @ES tradable levels are roughly 2,070 to the upside (38.2% Fibonacci as drawn) 

and 2,037 (spike reversal intervention/Stick-Save Low… and the rising 50 week EMA level). 

We’re expecting potentially calmer action tomorrow with respect to the large gaps and intraday intervention 

reversals we’ve seen off the 2,037/2,040 @ES level. 

We’re NEUTRAL between this wide range and will thus play up away from 2,040 IF buyers continue the range 

with a bounce.  We won’t be super bearish here given the weekly chart support, two interventions earlier in 

the week, and the 50 week EMA… but we WILL shift bearishly if we break and hold at new lows. 
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Game-Planning (Daily) 

 

If you ONLY looked at the Daily Chart, you would probably become extraordinary bearish, short the market, 

and believe price will collapse and fall apart.  Potentially you’d be correct but WAIT just a moment to note the 

Weekly Chart support level at the 50 week EMA – 2,045 – which is exactly where we closed on today’s bearish 

reversal/wide range session. 
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In sum, we’re looking for a possible bounce but will be equally ready to play bearishly on a trigger break under 

current support which could set in motion a “collapse” swing lower toward 2,000.  Try to resist being overly 

bearish or overly gleeful if the market does break down – I know it feels validating but we’ve seen dozens of 

times where buyers stepped in right when valid sell-short trades triggered under support… only to see the 

market literally manipulated straight up with a Stick-Save Event. 

Game-Planning (Weekly) 

 

Based on the divergences, we would correctly be bearish and we’re ready, willing, and able to play short/bearishly under 

2,040… but do not be surprised if buyers stick-save the market with another value buy program off support here. 


